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hood
Twisterhood,
as
Tower
Twisters (TT) family is fondly
called, are a community of
people, who love fitness and
fun!! We started this voluntary
group few years back on April
2nd 2014 with the motto of
incorporating fitness as a part
of daily routine among the
neighbourhood folks. Now
aged 5, our group has grown
with people running, cycling,
swimming, playing badminton
and strength training to keep
themselves fit.  
The first edition of Strides
Magazine was launched in
2017 and was well received.
Thanks to all the folks involved
in taking the first step. We are
back with the second after a
gap of 1 year.
The ensuing period saw a lot of
things happening. A year back,
we lost our very own Venu Sir,
who did what he loved the
most till his last day – running.
The Tower Twisters family and
the entire running community
faced a huge loss. But then life
has to go on. He continues to
live in our memory.
As the Race Director for India’s
2nd largest marathon, it was a
proud moment when my TT
Family came together along
with rest of Chennai Running
community to host The Wipro

years &

Running

Chennai Marathon 2017. It
was an amazing event and a
great experience.

As a running community, we
continuously, motivate people
to include physical activity in
their daily routine. We have
got many people out of the
cosy couch in these 5 yrs.,
that being our primary goal.
This would not have been
possible without the support
of every member of the TT
family. What used to be quiet
mornings for the roads of
Anna Nagar and surrounding
areas before 2014 April 2nd,
are now buzzing with multiple
running
groups,
cycling
groups, triathlon training etc.
We take pride in the fact that
we have helped many folks in
making a lifestyle change.
In lieu of the above TT Annual
Challenge, every year sees
active participation from
regulars
and
hibernating
members along with the
newbies. The Six action
packed
weeks
includes
various activities with the
very interesting dress up day
and the all new treasure hunt
being the highlight. All credit
goes to Team leaders, mentors
and organising teams of TT.
This is also a precursor to the
Tower Twisters annual eventNeighbourhood Run 2019.

This is again an attempt
by Twisterhood to create
awareness of active lifestyle
and lure people into a healthy
legacy.
A huge thanks to our title
sponsor M/s Dimensions
Health Club Anna Nagar,
Associate Sponsor M/s Kotak
Bank and all other sponsors
and advertisers and the entire
Twisterhood.
The second edition of Strides
is again our own internal
attempt to reach out to folks
who are still on the couch, to
those who have just got out
of it and to put their minds to
rest on some basic questions.
We hope that we continue
to make a difference in the
lives of many around us. Once
again, a big thanks to every
member of the TT family and
their families for the support
and we are looking forward to
a wonderful journey ahead!

For Team Tower Twisters
Vikram M
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Editorial Team
of experiences shared by
working women on how they
manage work and enjoy their
passion of running.
Dr. Rajat speaks on how taking
care of our body is a necessity
for a healthy and happy living,
not just for our own self but
for the well-being of our entire
generation. Gopinath.R, shares
his experience of how changing
his lifestyle bought him various
laurels.
Hello readers, we, the editorial
team are happy to meet you
all in the second edition of
The Strides magazine. To begin
with, we would first like to pay
our respects to the running
legend Mr. Venu sir.
The second edition of our very
own fitness magazine is for all
the people out there who are
still thinking of taking the first
step in fitness and to those
who have just stepped in to
the fitness world and searching
for insights.
This
journal
compiles
information from all genres
starting from the orientation
to the novices who have just
started their running journey.
An article on how pregnancy
doesn’t hinder women from
their workouts and the medicos
analysis on the benefits of
exercise during pregnancy is
featured along with a snippet

There’s also an article on fitness
being a right for each and every
individual, be it a special child
or differently abled person.
Throwing in a dash of love, a
couple beautifully portrays
that running together brings
intimacy in their personal lives
too.

Mr. Sathyanarayan, can be
rightly called the team lead. In
spite of his busy schedule, he
helped us day in and out to
make this journal a big success.
This person does huge tasks
but shies away from any
appreciation. We owe him a
lot. Thank you, sir.

A biography of the running
legend Venu sir is the highlight
of this edition. An article in our
own language (Tamil), has been
included for the benefit of a
larger crowd.
Last but not the least, some
beginners have shared the role
of Tower twisters, as the first
stepping stone in their journey
of fitness. Our editorial team
has members belonging to
various walks of life but united
with the passion of making
people aware of a fitter life
in their own way. We have
worked on the magazine,
together, to make it the source
file for a fitness related subject.

G.
Charumathy
Prabu,
associated with TT for
more than 3 years, loves to
work along with the team
in achieving their goal of
bringing every individual into
the fitness regime. She enjoys
improvising articles of veterans
and gets immersed in their
write ups which are inspiring.
Despite being a new mom to a
6-month-old she managed her
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best to pull out the magazine in
style.

and for the very reason it has
been designed to be simple
and concise. It was a delight to
work on and if reading it made
you feel better, acknowledge
our efforts by putting on your
running shoes, gearing up and
joining this vibrant group called
“Tower Twisters”. We aren’t into
designing magazines, we took
some time off our monotonous
lives and stepped in to design
this wonderful piece of work.
My thoughts on the mood of the

for his help in designing this
publication.
It would be not right on our
part if we ignore the work of
our lead, Mr. Vikram. The man
behind the whole idea and
concept - The Strides. A man,
who always stands as a strong
pillar of support for this large
group, called Tower Twisters.
Hope our magazine bestows
cognisance and mindfulness

Srividhya.G.Prasad, that’s how
she loves to be called, helped
us with the editing of the
articles, delightfully shaped the
publication and made it look
impeccable. “Happy to have
been part of the diligent editorial
team of The Strides”, she says
and also hopes the readers like
the magazine and look forward
to the next edition.
We are indebted to Mr.
Mahendra Kumar for his inputs
in designing this publication and
making it look professional.
people while writing the article
has manifested into the design.
Have tried giving professional
touch to the magazine and I
hope it’s a treat to your eye.”

Our
designer
Shobha
Venugopal
shares
her
experience of working for the
magazine “The objective of this
magazine is to be a catalyst in
getting more people into fitness

We must acknowledge the
fine performance of our
photographers Senthil, Dhinoo,
Chendur, and Joshua in
capturing the inspiring moments
of our achievements. Thanks to
Purple Mango for giving us the
outstanding cover picture that
aptly symbolises the motive
behind the journal. We would
also like to thank Janardhanan

for a Happy Healthy Life! We
would like to thank each and
every one who helped in making
this magazine a success and all
members of the largest running
chapter of Chennai, Tower
Twisters - always our strength
and support.
Go ahead, read and become a
part of the Twisterhood!

Stay Fit and Stay
Healthy!
TT Editorial team
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GOYA.TO BE OF ANY USE TO YOUR LOVED ONES,
FIRST HELP YOURSELF. MOVE!
By Dr.Rajat
GOYA is a mnemonic for Get Off Your Arse, a
movement I passionately advocate to the
world as we humans have stopped being
active. We all need to get up and start moving,
to become our best, a bit better than yesterday,
one step at a time.
At Tower Twisters the intent is the same, to get
everyone moving, though not an easy task. The
biggest challenge being you!!! Your
neighbourhood runs of 3, 5 and 10 kms become
important for this, and plays a major role to
move together as families.
All are aware of one certainty in life, i.e. death,

She was prescribed lifelong medicines and
her blood sugar needed to be monitored
on a regular basis.
While trying out the new glucometer first
on his own self, Amit was taken aback to
learn that his random blood sugar was 380

but most live in a denial and suffer from

mg/dl, way more than his mother who he

‘immortal-till-I-die’ syndrome. This is rampant

was concerned about. The very next day he

across in today’s society, more so in the

booked an appointment with his mother’s

corporate world and even in school going

treating endocrinologist doctor, who

children, both ion which should bother us

advised him to check his glycosylated

immensely, as they are the future of the

haemoglobin (HbA1c), which came out

country.

twice of what it should have been. He was
immediately put on medications and

The same was highlighted in a survey done as

advised to lose weight. He happened to be

part of a white-paper for Corporate Wellness

106kgs at that time.

Program presented at Knowledge Conclave of
Global Association for Corporate Services

Like most of us, he researched everything

(GACS). It showed that 43% of corporate

there was to know about diabetes on

employees are of the opinion that they will not

internet. He realised that bad eating

suffer from chronic diseases like diabetes,

habits, excessive carbohydrate and sugar

cancer, stroke and psychological conditions.

in every meal, lack of physical activity and

37-year-old Amit Kumar Sharma, working in a

immediately started addressing those

multi-national company in Gurgaon had a
similar story. In 2014 his mother had been
diagnosed with kidney stones along with

stress in life had led to his obesity. He
factors. Over next 2 years, he reduced his
body weight to 86 kgs and body fat from
32% to 18% by following some basic rules.

diabetes.

BY
RAJATH
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DIET

EXERCISE

He markedly reduced the intake of the
three white poisons from his diet, namely
sugar, salt and refined flour. He changed
his diet to high protein and low
carbohydrate diet, preferably complex
carbohydrate. He started to focus more
on small and frequent meals rather than
three big meals. Along with all this, he
kept a note of calories intake unlike
earlier when he would go crazy for
anything and everything as soon as he
saw it.

He started doing strength training six
days a week. This involved both body
weight exercises and weight training
with free weights and with machines
too. He followed a simple rule of
increasing the weights gradually and
keeping the exercise form right. He ran
20-30 minutes 4-5 days a week, with no
intention of participating in any races.

STRESS
In less than a year, with lifestyle changes, he
was able to get his blood sugar and
glycosylated haemoglobin (HbA1c) to normal.
Post which, he stopped taking medicine and
has been doing well since.
He decided to become his best friend,
for only then could he be of any use to
his family and friends. He also decided
to worry lesser about issues that he
anyways couldn’t do much about. He has
now become a lot more content, which
actually has helped him accomplish
more in his professional life as
compared to his earlier self. He makes
sure he sleeps 6-8 hours every night.

Defence medical students are taught about
lifestyle diseases, before starting on lifelong
medications – It takes me back to the first
line, so make lifestyle changes!! Reclaim
yourself - as it’s in your vested interest to be
your best.
All it takes is one tiny step today towards
committing ourselves to a better version of
us, towards fitness and health, and YOU are
off to a good start.
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SWIM IN THE WOMB WHILE YOU RUN
Dr. Bhavna S Mehta

Exercise During Pregnancy

Humans are programmed
to be physically active
right from the time of
conception till the very
end. The foetus is the best
example.
When a growing life in the woman’s
womb is active, swimming from day one
then why should the active pregnant
woman become inactive or restrained
from being active ?
As a practicing Obstetrician and Gynaecologist, I
have often been asked Is it safe to continue working?
Is it safe to ride a two wheeler/drive a car ?
Is it safe to squat on the floor ?
Is it safe to climb stairs ?
Is it safe to carry my first born child?
Is it safe to have intercourse?
To all the above, the answer is yes, and YESSSS
to much more ....

A woman is strong mentally and
physically to withstand all the hardships,
hence she is the chosen one for
Motherhood.
Our scriptures have given us a wonderful example
of Subhadra ‘s pregnancy with Abhimanyu , a fit and
brave mother nurturing a brave and able boy .
Exercise and physical activities is not only desirable
but very essential during pregnancy, and should
become a way of life post pregnancy.
As I always tell,

“get up in the morning and brush your teeth
so should you exercise to keep fit “
I took up running as a fitness regime with Tower
Twisters, a chapter of Chennai Runners, since
2015-16.
Ever since it’s an evergreen love affair with fitness
for me.
Being a Runner and a Gynaecologist, I have had the
good fortune of interacting with women about their
lifestyle and fitness. For the non-pregnant healthy
women there are no restrictions on running.
The queries pour in when a runner gets pregnant.

RUNNING IN NORMAL
PREGNANCY
- can be simplified as follows
BEGINNERThe pregnant woman who are new to running or any
physical activity
... begin with walks for 10-15 minutes at a pace you
are comfortable with.
... Gradually increase it to 30 minutes.
... Vary the pace and aim at an intensity of a brisk
walk.
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Physical activity for pregnant women

Aches and pains in the body are common due to
the Lordosis of the spine and stretched muscles and
ligaments. These are the natural reactions of a good
workout, safe and common.
The pregnant woman and her family have doubts
and fear that needs constant reassurance along with
medical advice .
I am highlighting few of the essentials here :
1. Is it safe to exercise in pregnancy?
... In a healthy woman with normal pregnancy, it is
safe to continue with a few changes if necessary.
... Physical activity does not increase risk of
miscarriage, low birth weight, or early delivery.
... Best example of physical activity-A pregnant
woman working at a construction site carrying loads
of material even at full term
2. What are the benefits of Exercise during
pregnancy?

INTERMEDIATEThe pregnant woman who has been running twice
a week for 30-60 minutes for 6 months prior to
pregnancy.
... Modify the intensity, duration and frequency
depending on how you feel.
... Monitor your breathing.
... Do a run walk whenever the need arises.
... Since you are fairly new to running take it easy,
be slow and focus on a steady pace and don’t give
undue importance to the distance.

EXPERIENCED
The pregnant woman who has been running twice
or thrice a week for 60-90 minutes for more than six
months.
... Continue to run in your comfort zone.
... May need to slow down and run shorter
distances.
... Monitor breathing and energy levels.
... Always warm up and cool down.
... Do not overdo the stretching as in pregnancy you
are more flexible and injury prone.
... Hydrate well and eat healthy every two hours
along with adequate rest for the body to recover.

RESULTANT REACTIONS :

... It reduces back pain.
... Eases constipation.
... May decrease risk of Gestational Diabetes,
Preeclampsia and Caesarean delivery.
... Promotes healthy weight gain during pregnancy.
... Improves general fitness and strengthens heart
and new blood vessels.
... Helps lose baby fat after childbirth.
3. How much should I exercise in pregnancy?
... Medical recommendations say that a pregnant
woman gets at least 150 mins of moderate intensity
aerobic activity every week.
... Divide the 150 mins into 30 mins workout on 5
days a week.
... Moderate intensity means you are moving enough
to raise your heart rate and sweat.You will be able to
converse through the activity but not sing.
... METs-Metabolic equivalents are used to express
intensity.
4. What changes occur in pregnancy that can
affect my exercise routine?
... JOINTS -are more relaxed due to the Relaxin
hormone of pregnancy.
... This makes the joints and ligaments more mobile
and at risk of injury.
... Avoid jerky and high impact motions.
... BALANCE- lordosis places stress on the joints
and muscles of the pelvis. This causes decreased
stability and balance hence increasing the risk of
falling.
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excessively.
... Wear loose comfortable clothing.

6. Why is it important to exercise after
childbirth?
... It improves the mood and keeps post partum
blues away.
... Decreases risk of DVT.
... Helps lose the extra weight gain of pregnancy.

7.What are the warning signs that I
should stop exercise?
....BREATHING- The hormonal changes cause
shortness of breath in early pregnancy and the
enlarged uterus causes breathlessness in late
pregnancy. This affects the ability to do strenuous
activity.

5. What precautious should I take when
Exercising?
... Hydrate well before, during and after workout.
... The Morning sickness in 1st trimester can add
to the dehydration, so avoid exercising if vomiting

Bleeding P/V I Dizziness / Faint I Chest pain
Headache I Muscle weakness I Uterine contractions
Fluid leak P/V
As I tell my pregnant patients -If your pregnancy is
normal -even if you jump a hundred times ,it would
continue to be normal.
“ NORMALCY starts by being YOURSELF....
YOU.R.SELF only when FIT...”
SO ENJOY THE JOURNEY OF BEING HEALTHY
AND FIT WHILE BRINGING IN A NEW LIFE !!!
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WHY BE GOOD AT ONE WHEN YOU CAN DO
ALL THREE, THEREFORE
BY
I TRI
GOPINATH RAJAMANI
It’s not the
destination but a
journey,
Therefore I TRI
Sun rise is a spectacular scene, I
hadn’t seen much of it until 2017.
The alarm bells rang when I crossed
40 and a self-revelation that it was
time to keep my health in check.
The nostalgia of cycling after school
was kindled while accompanying my
wife, to get a cycle for her cross
training, I ended up getting one.
I Started cycling with the Tower Twisters on Fridays, ride
to Marina and back was a huge task for me. Couldn’t
have done it but for the group comradery and the
encouragement from my wife, Meenakshi. Confidence
was never an issue but the body has to cooperate, taking
the advice of the group coordinators, started on the
wednesday strength sessions to build core strength. I
Lost a few kgs and a lot of inches which was highly
motivating.
My first 100 Km long ride was in January 2017, and a
150 Km ride a month after with WCCG. Surprisingly, I
was able to do it albeit with a lot of breaks and saddle
pain in the rear end. The lesson learnt was that core
strength has a big role in any sport.
I was not fond of speed but liked the idea of endurance
and when a cyclist friend from the group suggested
Randonneuring – Long distance cycling, I liked the
concept. Off we went to Mysore for a 200 Km in June. It
was a secret, folks would only know if I completed, if not
a quiet brush under the carpets was the plan! I endured,
had fun and off we went on to do a 300 Km the following
week in Chennai.

The bug bit me, next was a 400Km at
Bangalore a month after and became a
Super Randonneur (SR) in August ’17 by
completing a gruelling 600 Kms to Trichy
and back.Now I hold multiple SR titles
and the moniker of a Touring Randonneur
by my friends as I liked to go cycling in
new routes and other cities including
Coimbatore, Madurai, Rameswaram,
Amsterdam, London, Cape Town etc.
One thing leads to another, swimming is
a good way to relax and after a longdistance cycling event, I hit the pool to
recuperate my sore muscles. Floating,
became a few laps and more laps and it
became non-stop swim of a Km and later
a couple of kms. It was fun, so I went on
to do Swimathons of 5 Km in Swimming
pool and Open waters.

Cross training is essential to strengthen
the support muscle groups. Being a
member of the biggest running chapter of
Chennai, I took up running to cross train.
Started with run-walk and improved to
running a few Kms non-stop and built
energy levels to sustain a longer run.
Ran my first 10K with the inspiration and
pacing by the brand ambassador of the
event, my wife Meenakshi. Continued to
run consistently with the Twisters and ran
my Maiden HM, a year later at the same
event. The final piece of the puzzle was
sorted.
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Why stop at one when you can do all three, so I
TRI-ed. I see Triathlon as an endurance event in
every sense and when a friend suggested it, I
jumped at it. Patience and consistent training are
the key for an injury free sport. Doing a Triathlon
needs steady practice sessions and needs
sustained energy levels that will build as one
trains. Having built endurance, practiced speed
and began to eat nutritiously.

But the challenging one was off the Chennai
coast, big swells, waves and sand bars, luckily it
was just a sprint distance at Kovalam. I graduated
to Half Iron distance at Goa in Jan ’19 which is a
113 Kms (1.9 Km sea swim, 90 Km cycling and 21
km of run in rolling terrain) completing in 7:42
hours.

My first TRI was at Chennai – Olympic distance
in the open quarry waters in Dec ’17 and the next
was at Goa in Feb ’18 with a time of 3:42 hours.

I enjoy it and brings a smile to me,
Therefore I TRI.

It’s not easy, takes time and willpower but it is
worth it. I am now training for IRONMAN 70.3, the
maiden Indian event in Goa coming October.
I have good family support and my two sons look
up to me and my wife in leading an active lifestyle.
It definitely brings about a lifestyle change for the
good and Yes, it is difficult but if I can, anyone
can. Triathlon is tough but that is why it is
wonderful.

Running out of gift
ideas? Coffee gift
baskets are a
fantastic way to
liven up the holiday
season.
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A TRIBUTE TO ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF RUNNING
VENU SIR
Compiled by,
Srividhya.G.Prasad.

More than a year has flown by since he left
his physical form, Mr.Venugopal
Arunachalam, dearly known as Venu Sir (a
Boston Marathon Qualifier at the age of 70),
continues to live in the heart of many runners
of Chennai.
His memories continues to assail the minds of runners, who have
ran with him, learnt from him, took those baby steps to running
under his guidance, completed full marathons and many more.
To those who would want to know about him and to those who
would love to read about him – here comes a small tribute in
the words of near and dear ones from the running fraternity.

Mr.Raghu, recalls his time with the legend, says

"

Venu sir, that’s how the entire running circle calls him with respect for the passion he
had towards running. Action speaks more than word and that’s him! Tower Twister
folks were gifted to have this legendary runner as their Guru!

"

Venu Sir was born in the port town of Thoothukudi (Tuticorin). He was the third child among six
siblings. In Thoothukudi, where he stayed with his maternal grandmother and studied up to class
six, he won his first race in running. He was probably ten years old and a got a red soap box as
prize. He found himself qualifying in the heats for the 100m, 200m and 400m races. In the finals
he came last in all three. However that was both beginning of life as runner and a precious lesson
learnt – maybe his strength wasn’t racing fast but racing long?
The rather reserved and independent thinking youngster from Thoothukudi trained regularly for
the distances he aspired for (he used to run five kilometers everyday) and consistently managed
podium finishes. He also merited a second place finish in a 3.5 mile-race. It convinced him, that
he was better at long distance running. He practised his running mostly at night

His cousin. Mr.Kumaravel, remembers Venugopal Annan as

"

He was a self learner and has used this skill in everything he did, running
is one such activity. All of us remember him as Encyclopedia of running because of his quest
for perfection, knowledge and the drive he had in acquiring them. Perfectionist to the core,
at home, even the old news paper will be kept in date order and neatly folded

"

Following his school years, Venu Sir opted to study mechanical engineering at Benares Hindu
University (BHU). BHU’s annual Sports Day saw him participating competitions, usually winning
all. He passed out from BHU in 1968 and he secured a job at Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited
(BHEL) in Trichy. At BHEL, his active life came to a standstill and his fitness nosedived. For the
next 40 years or so, until his retirement over a decade ago, aged 60, he remained at BHEL. Life
changed drastically for the young man who used to run five kilometers every day and enjoyed
races, since school.
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Ms.Anuja, recalls her moments with him

"

My association with him was at Tower Park, where he was
guiding many a first time runners like myself. His knowledge of running was immense and
impressive. More importantly, his willingness to share the same. A petite figure whose feet hit
the ground quicker than the beats of any EDM, his void can never be filled.

"

Despite no smoking and drinking, by the time he hit his mid-thirties, Venu Sir, had sprouted a
tummy. Although he resorted to walking to stay fit following the medical diagnosis of
diabetes, up until his eventual retirement and exit from BHEL, there was no relapse to
running. Along the way, Mr.Venugopalan got married and raised two sons. In 2005, Venu Sir
retired and moved to Chennai where he stayed in Anna Nagar West . He read about the group
– Chennai Runners, in ’The Hindu’ newspaper and he joined them. Meanwhile, his friend and
running partner from BHU days called up from Bengaluru informing that he had been running
the marathon. Long forgotten running legs stirred restless again.

Mr.Balaji, expresses his respect for his Guru as

"

"

Venu sir is a Dhronachariar in running and a running guru to me. I have been
gifted to participate in many events along with him. He continues to live in our runs

Mr.M E Thyagarajan (MET) conveys

"

A Leader who Walked the Talk. The best time of my
association with sir is the 16 weeks training period for an 50km Ultra Marathon, along with
my school buddy Sathya, in Sep 2015. I think of Venu sir for few seconds just before any of
my fitness activities be it my Run, Strength session or Ride. This gives me a great
satisfaction that Sir is with me all the time with his blessings.

"

Mr.Sathya Balan, recalls how he met Venu Sir

"

I used to run along the same route, in AnnaNagar, as Sir
ran (in 2009, when I had just started running). Sir always said a “hi” with a smile. Slowly, we
started running together. He gave lots of tips and encouraged me. We trained together (along
with MET) for the CTM Ultra 50kms run. We also ran 2016 SCM, Mumbai and roamed
together in Mumbai. We were family friends by then.

"

In 2009, Venu Sir, did the 30km segment, completing it in a
mix of running and walking, at close to 64yrs of age. That
gave him self-confidence. The sight of elite athletes in action,
which sparked the resumption of running, had been from the
Chennai Marathon. A year after that , Venu Sir, did the half
marathon , completing it in 2:20. In 2013, Venu Sir, ran his
first full marathon at Auroville in Pondicherry, covering the
distance in 4:55. Later in the same year, he participated in the
Wipro Chennai Marathon. He completed the full marathon
there in 4:05.
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In the words of Mr.RaviKumar

"

When I was 42, I was introduced to him. He was 65 at that time. His
dedication at this age inspired me a lot. He taught me the different ways of using the
muscles, postures while running. My feats as a ultra runner, swimmer, & triathlete – finishing
my IronMan distance – all goes to him. My salute & respect to him will always be till my last
breath.

"

Ms.Premila Ganeshprasasd, quotes Venu Sir as

"

"

A teacher who would not preach nor teach but practice. A legend who
has made himself legendary through his love for running.

Venu Sir continued running and inspiring
people. Since when did age stop anyone
from achieving goals? He ran with
everyone and interacted with people of all
age groups. Venu Sir was part of the
Reebok Running Squad RRS (Now known
as - Venu Sir Running Squad – renamed in
his memory), emphasising the importance
of core workouts and strengthening
sessions for running better. He teamed up
with Mr.SureshKumar, a fitness coach and
trainer, for the Sunday sessions, which
was attended by many runners who came
from different parts of Chennai.

Mr Suresh, pays his tribute to him

"
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Till the age of 72, he did what he loved the most. He completed a 10kms run in the Reebook
Run event on the day he breathed his last. People still remember his joyful face on that day.
And when all of a sudden he left us, a big void was felt among the runners that could never be
filled. Nevertheless, memories of him still remain fresh and he lives on.
Mr.Vikram recalls – “He continues to be a huge inspiration for all of us. I still feel his spirit
running in front of me every time I run on padi flyover which was our last run together, if I
remember right. A big Salute to his achievements, knowledge and a huge Pranams to the legend.
Wish I can do 10% of what he did before I hang up my shoes.....”
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Flash Back -

2017

HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
By Ashok Damodaran

The best person to tell you how to approach fitness is the average gym-goer. He can tell
you about the difficulty of sticking to an exercise routine, dealing with the monotony of
machines and the isolation experienced in working out alone. My personal experience
crusading against lifestyle diseases sparked my fitness journey and one of my missions
is to give something to the society, through Dimensions Health Club.
I don’t look at what next to do from the perspective of someone in the fitness industry. I
look at it as a fitness convert, trying to see how we can better others’ experience.

WHAT NEXT – CHANGES?
A significant population in India are untrained in the ways of
a gym. We're trying to change the idea that a gym is an
exclusive, sometimes intimidating environment filled with
machines and “special annual offers”. Instead, it can be a
Happiness Mall, where each person can evolve and find their
calling. We visualize the centre as a space not just for an
individual to work out, but a space where the entire family
can come and do different things.
To make fitness more accessible, Dimensions has several
programs with increasing difficulty levels, to bring down the
entry-point barrier for people starting out, and help them
“graduate” into fitness enthusiasts.
For example, Just Walk, a Dimensions’ initiative, encourages
people to just come and walk, incorporating basic warm-up
exercises. At the price of a coffee a day, you can come in to
walk, stretch and get ready for the next step in your fitness
journey.
Pace and elevation settings in a treadmill add more purpose
to your walks, and help achieve your fitness goals. What
makes it better is the space has been aesthetically designed
like an outdoor park to give you the best of both worlds.

Having addressed the steep barrier, for those who
now regularly come to the gym, what are their next
level of options? Diversifying their experience and
forming a community were my two major goals. Let’s
take a look at the different demographics and what
we can offer.
When we take women, for example, group
personalised coaching and providing emotional
support are two pillars that we intend to focus on.
Group-style activities keep the participants engaged
and community keeps them committed to the routine.
Queen, our women’s exclusive centre, is a focused,
result-oriented program that addresses the specific
needs of women whether it be pre/post pregnancy
weight loss, general health & strength training, and
more.
Fitness and sports programs specific to young children
and teenagers help create a much-needed anchor in
their lives. The best investment a parent can make is
to inculcate the habit of regular physical activity in
their children.
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Wellness is a definite
byproduct but not the
goal we work by.

Through Dimensions Kids, we provide guided multi-sports
sessions, where younger children explore many different
forms of activity and sports. There are also other options such
as dance, martial arts, sports and one-on-one physical
training.
Looking at the other end of the spectrum, programs attuned
to the needs of aged people are essential. Doctors usually
recommend walking, but activities addressing flexibility,
balance and strengthening are also critical. We also put a
positive spin to wellness -- we are helping people express
their exuberance and aliveness instead of obsessing on
treating conditions. Along the way, wellness is a definite byproduct but not the goal we work by. That’s essentially what
we do at Gold, a program for those old by age and young at
heart!

What about fitness enthusiasts and performance-oriented
gymmers? We didn’t want to blindly follow Western fitness
models such as CrossFit and indoor cycling studios without
understanding the requirements of our population. Instead,
we have designed Core, an intensive circuit training program
adapted to the Indian physique. Those interested in sports
partake in cricket and badminton tournaments. Surprisingly,
these tournaments rekindle people’s childhood love for
sports, and bring them to the forefront of action.

COMING SOON @

As you may know, exercise plays only a part of
the role in lifestyle management. Nutrition takes
precedence in many cases. We see nutrition
counselling happening across gyms and hospitals,
but it ends with a generic diet chart. Instead, we
must hand-hold the client to understand their
requirements and help them ease into a lifetime of
healthy practices in a highly personalised manner.
Knowledge doesn’t guarantee action and a few
clients from Zero Diabetes, a diabetes
management initiative, came to us saying that it
was difficult to cook and eat healthy in their busy
schedules. To provide working professionals with
healthy alternatives, we soon launched a no-grain
kitchen where people can get delicious and
healthy food every afternoon.
Although we were primarily based in the city, we
knew that the best way to unplug and evolve was
outside, in the lap of nature. That was the start of
our off-site centre in Siruthavur, a village near
Chennai where people can go and spend a few
days, away from the noise of our busy city lives.
Immersed into such a life where early morning
walks and organic food is the norm, one can
attune their patterns and create routines that
work.
As I mentioned previously, community is what
gives character and energy to a space.
Traditionally in India, temples were a central point
for community building, by bringing people
together and providing wholesome paths of
engagement. Festivals were the cornerstone of our
lives, and that’s something we’d like to bring back.
To put it all in one sentence, this is a place where
you experience first, and wellness happens
naturally.
The author is the Managing Director of Dimensions
Health Club.

JANSON TOWERS
Opp to Saravana Bhavan, 2nd Avenue,
Anna Nagar
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PHYSICAL FITNESS:
THE GOLDEN PATH FOR
CHILDREN WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS
BY JAYASHREE KIDAMBI

Every child has the right to play! The days are seeing an
increase in the birth of children with special needs like
autism, down syndrome, Asperger’s syndrome, ADHD, ADD,
learning disabilities etc. These are neurological disorders
that have no cure but can be treated when intervened in the
early childhood.
There are challenges and barriers that parents of a special
child come across. It is an overwhelming situation for most
parents as they get stressed out by the questions that come
to them from the community, be it their neighbours or
relatives. “What’s wrong with your child? Why does he look
different? Why is he going to a different school?Not just that!
The child can also throw behavioural tantrums; can be selfdestructive like self-biting etc. These barriers have set a
boundary to the families as they shy away from any kind of
social setting. How can we get stronger and give a tough
fight to the community that blames and ponders?
WELL, EVERY DIFFICULT PATH LEADS TO A BEAUTIFUL
DESTINATION. PHYSICAL FITNESS HELPS IN THIS DIFFICULT
PATH IN ITS OWN WAY.
While good health plays a significant role in all the
developmental stages of a child, the children with special
needs require utmost care and extra nourishment along with
a structured physical fitness for their overall mental, physical
and social balance.
Physical activity for children with movement disabilities is
important in maintenance of mobility throughout the aging
process. We often think of autism as mostly affecting social
skills and the ability to communicate, but it can have
implications for physical health and activity as well. Food
aversions can lead to weight gain, and sensitivity to
environmental stimuli (like light and noise) sometimes makes
participating in sports and fitness difficult. But matching a
child on the autism spectrum with exercise he enjoys can offer
some important benefits.

WELL, EVERY DIFFICULT
PATH LEADS TO A
BEAUTIFUL DESTINATION.
PHYSICAL FITNESS HELPS
IN THIS DIFFICULT PATH
IN ITS OWN WAY.

Interaction and involvement with other children
will help to give them a sense of accomplishment
and teamwork while working on communication
skills.Different forms of exercise benefit kids with
autism in specific ways. Swimming is a great choice
as water provides a soothing sensory input, and
kids can compete individually while still being part
of a team.Running, as with swimming, kids can
compete in track and field or cross-country events
as individuals and as part of a team, often with
little communication required among teammates.
Kids and teens with learning disabilities and
intellectual disabilities (which may include Down
syndrome, and other cognitive delays or
disabilities) need physical activity just as their
typically developing peers do.
Kids and teens with Down syndrome can face
challenges that can make exercise more difficult,
such as poor eyesight and balance, low muscle
tone, and hyper-flexibility. They are two to three
times more likely to be obese than their peers.
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For children with learning disabilities, athletics can
provide the feeling of success, a sense of belonging,
and increase in self-confidence, which can boost up
their performance in school and face their short
coming with courage and might.
Kids and teens with ADD, ADHD, and other attention
issues need help redirecting their excess energy. For
Kid or adult with hyperactivity, sitting at one place
and listening can be a challenging feat.Exercise
improves the learner. Their senses are heightened;
focus and mood are improved. They are less fidgety
and tense, and feel more motivated and invigorated.

A structured physical fitness program
that can accommodate the needs of the
child should be included as part of
their daily routine. Parents and
children should work together to cross
threshold.
An inspiration for many in this
community is that these children and
their families have learnt to cross the
threshold and build a healthy lifestyle.

Preethi , 19 year old girl and a current student of Vexcel educational trust , in Chennai who is in the
spectrum , earlier had challenges with her basic life
skills , personal hygiene etc. With immense support
from her parents she and her brother have been able
to conquer the journey successfully.
She has been an active participant of Chennai
marathon since 2017. Mentored by her father, she
successfully completed her maiden 10km at Wipro
Chennai marathon and again another 10kms at the
sketchers performance Chennai Marathon 2019she is a
much confident girl who has become more
independent with her tasks and moving towards a
vocational path.
Yet another inspiration, Aruna 22 year old girl ,
alumni of Sankalp – The open school trained hard and
successfully completed her maiden 10 kms at the
Sketchers performance Chennai Marathon held on
January 6, 2019. During her early childhood and teens
she developed severe seizures which lead to memory
loss. As a stepping stone, the family formed a group in
their apartment complex to start with regular walks
which slowly graduated to running. The entire family
participated in the SPCM 2019.

A strong knot created by the parents, doctors, caregivers, therapists along with the child will surely lead to the
beautiful destination! So join hands to create awareness and build a healthy community.
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Perspective From Working
Women
By Mrs. Aurine Sriram & Dr. Nandhita

RUNNING - A
STRESS BUSTER
By Mrs. Aurine Sriram

Life offers challenges to test
one’s courage and willingness
to change it either into a daring
adventure or a boring humdrum.
With a hectic daily routine, one
has to break the monotony by
embarking on new tasks and
test one’s mettle.
Women
are
an
iconic
representation of immense
strength and courage.
For women are an “Embodiment
of Shakti” and are driven by
passion, profession and masters
of multi-tasking which demands
commitment.
We seek pleasure and encounter
pressure; therefore, the need to
switch roles is inevitable.
Amidst all the swirls and turns of
life -Running is also a kind of a
meditation to explore “My time to
be myself”.

Life is never been a bed of
roses. It has already taught us
to be strong when hit hardest.
So, any hard run is just sure to
make us stronger. No goals or
targets set, because we are not
a race horse. Adrenaline in our
vein does rush, but the balance
is done with Happy Hormones Endorphins.
We wake up optimistic because
it’s purely our run to keep
our negative thoughts at bay.
Simultaneously prefer to work
on negative calories per day.
It’s our time to build tenacity and
mental toughness, propelling
ourselves forward relentlessly.
Bust through Stress and
Rediscover the Younger you
Those STRIDES Indeed Bring
SMILES

RUN FOR
MENTAL FITNESS
By Dr. Nandhita

Everyone has a wild beast
inside, and you just need
the reason for that wilderness to come out.
Tower Twisters played that role of
a carrier, when I was searching
for an inspiration. I remember
the day, when after my 3km runwalk I met a group of middle-aged
people, who had just completed
their runs. The organisers helped
me join the group but I targeted
just a week. That’s when, I
entered the world of working
people who thoroughly believed
in investing the golden hour for
physical activities.
TT played a major role in me
becoming a fitness freak. It was
a dream come true, when three
young athletes, in Kolhapur,
formed the Arhata training group
and I was one of the first members
to join them.
And then the journey of scheduled
workouts began, accompanied by
some diet rules and I was able to
reduce my weight significantly.
One thing leads to the other - we
started discussing the HR training,
zones, cadence, pace, strength
workouts, cross training and we
registered for the triathlon event
in Belgaum. I saw myself finishing
third - My first podium finish.
There I happened to meet Mrs.
Mayurashivalkar, a dynamic
personality, finisher of 70.3 half
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premenopausal period, reducing
asthma attacks etc.

Ironman Colombo and podium
finisher of many half marathons.
I was impressed with her, as she
is a survivor of breast cancer was
undergoing chemo. The mental
strength, stamina and zest, she
had and continues to have, was a
big motivating factor.

I have completed 6 half marathons
so far, with my personal best of
2 hr 14 min and a podium finish
at Olympic distance deccan
triathlon. These events, I could
finish without pain or cramps or
exhaustion. Now, I hope to go for
the Goa half ironman.

For a working mother, it’s always
difficult to manage home, work
and her fitness (health) and in this
scenario automatically the fitness
becomes the last priority. I ensure
that I complete at least 80% of
the planned workouts. The results
were obvious. I would feel fresh
even after a long day. All credits
goes to that golden hour.

Being a mother is not just limited
to preparing healthy meals, taking
care of kids, giving them better
facilities but also equally important
to be a role model for them. I feel
our kids observe us more than the
things or values we try to teach
them.

From a woman’s perspective,
the physical activities helped me
in regularizing the menstruation
cycle,
postponing
my

Bus
Tickets

Flight
Tickets

International/Domestic

Running introduced me to a
newer version of me. For this I am
thankful to Tower Twisters, as the
journey started with them.

Train
Tickets

Hotel
Booking

Visa &
Passport

Forex
Service

Your

neighbourhood travel agent &
A to Z travel solution at one point

We Plan / Conduct International & Domestic

Family Holiday Trips, Group Tours
Educational Tours, Corporate Tours, Business Tours
Contact us

044-24795522, 9384859514, 9384859525
For Doorstep Ticket Booking, Holiday Planning
Visa & Passport Application, Forex Services

PAS

SPO

RT

17/4A, Jawaharlal Nehru salai, Inner ring road, Koyambedu
Chennai 600107 (Opp to Sangeetha hotel)
santosatourism
Santosa_tourism

In Partnership with
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Chennai Foundation (CF), formerly Arco Iris Foundation, an NGO, registered on 16 August 2013. The primary focus
of the CF is to identify underprivileged students with Academic Excellence (in Higher Secondary Exams), who
cannot pursue higher studies, and provide them with scholarships to realize their College Dreams. Basically, the
trust works in all districts of Tamil Nadu and does not restrict themselves to a specific caste or religion or city. The
main criteria for identifying students is their financial obligations. As of today, We have supported 636
underprivileged students till date from all over Tamil Nadu.

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
The Scholarships are provided never in the form of Cash or Cheques in the favour of Student or Parents. After the
thegetfore
ideas
onetomight
students
selected
by the College
their preferred choice of degree, the students are asked to request the
college to provide the details of fee payment through either Cheque or DD in the name of College.
easily dismiss as
CF wants to select 100 students for the year 2019-20. If you come across any poor student who has scored more
than 75% (>900unrealistic.
marks) in Higher Secondary Exams and are not able to continue their higher studies because of

financial obligations, then please ask them to send their biodata with the details of marks to the following address:
No. 2, First Cross Street, Semmempet, Kellys, Chennai 600010.

SOLE MATES
1. The fun of working out as a group
– by Abhirath
Tower Twisters is a large breathing community.
Rudyard Kipling sums it up perfectly "The strength
of the pack is the wolf and the strength of the wolf
is the pack". Let me try building a case to support
the above claims.
Tower Twisters or TT as fondly called by its fellow
members bustles with activity. Exercise, running,
yoga, cycling, selfies, coffee, spam, outings and
challenges. The group has it all.
The fixed schedule on most days helps in effective
habit formation. Peppered with variety and choices
on a few days (cycling, events and challenges)
ensures that it remains fun. Effective and fun is a
combo that's hard to beat.
Apart from the fun involved in doing things
together, the new arrivals receive direction
and witness progress, the experienced get a chance
to make a meaningful impact. This very cycle of
give and take has kept the community going for 5
years and will continue to do so.

2 Happy to have joined Tower Twisters
- by Anbu
I do have a few things to say about this phenomenon
called Tower Twisters. I usually wake up at 5 and
walk inside tower park! I have no qualms waking up
early but does that mean I’m disciplined? I was soon
to find out and what I found didn’t horrify me at all
instead it made me rather inquisitive but anxious to
learn more about myself. You might wonder why
anxious? I have been an ardent admirer of Bruce Lee
and I knew he ran 2 to 6 miles a day. I thought I
could too, but man I’m still trying to achieve it and
almost gave up until I met the TT group.
They taught plenty of things from group effort to
taking things easy. Also, it’s imperative NOT to set
impossible goals but to set goals which could be
accomplished. I’m still yet to finish my 10kms
nonstop run goal but honestly haven’t become
despondent instead calm and waiting to achieve it.
In short, fumble, anxiety is replaced with calmness
which comes from belonging to the right groupTOWER TWISTERS. It will only be befitting that I
personally thank the people of TT. As Bruce Lee said
once “RUNNING WATER NEVER GROWS STALE”, so we
all should run and grow in the healthiest way
possible.

3 Revamping fitness into my life
- by Kirthiga. MP
Joining and being a part of Tower twisters (TT) has
indeed been a life changing experience for me. The
feelings towards this group is twofold – a little sad
that I could join only a bit late and on the other
hand happy that I have got the opportunity to be a
part and experience the fun and fitness of the
group.
Personally, fitness has been a regular part of my
lifestyle in various forms. However, being a part of
this group and obtaining various tips from the
members has made me realize that I too can run
long. Starting from a few meters to having achieved
5 kms in 39 mins is indeed a huge achievement
personally and the kudos goes to our TT group.
Being regular, I have felt myself being more fit and
confident of myself since joining TT. Completion of
my first 5k in the women’s day marathon deserves
special mention thanks to TT. It keeps me motivated
to push my benchmark and achieve beyond
whatever I have done. Overall, a huge thanks to TT
and looking forward to being regularly a part of the
team whenever I can for my betterment and adding
to the team in whatever manner I can.

4. My inspiration to a healthy lifestyle
- by Shobha Venugopal
It surprised me to learn that TT welcome runners
irrespective of level, age, and size. Realistically TT
Other
has helped us connect
witharticles
some pretty cool
issue:
people, with whomin
wethis
share
a great bond,
because of which I feel the joy of running.
Best Finger
Thank you for givingThe
us something
to strive toward,
reach, and celebrate.
Paintings - 3
Thank you for the hard, humbling runs because we
now know that these are the ones that have taught
us the most. Thank you for getting us up early for
all the sunrises and the many long runs with
marvellous people along, for helping us build selfconfidence, for teaching us about the passing the
joy of running on to others, and truly this will be
my greatest reward in life.
Happy to be part of the tremendous TT family.
Hoping to continue this Journey.
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5. I’m blessed to have chosen the right team
- by Vijay

8. There’s a sense of community cause
and friendship- by G.S. Rajasekaran

I’m not completely new to morning jogs as I used to be
Hi friends, I’m happy that I had completed the TT
forced to do them in school but was never even
challenge.
moderately good at it. I’m so glad I joined TT and
I had seen so many new faces with full of
started jogging and taking part in the strength sessions.
encouragements
and motivation, so many Incidents
7. Looking forward to many milestones- by
Sairam
I was morbidly obese in the past and I was on a weight
surprises and awesome time spent with my
loss journey and shed about 15kgs but could never
wonderful Team that I would Cherish all my life.
sustain the weight loss. After taking part in the jogging
After joining TT My energy level and sprit is really
and strength sessions, and combining it with my evening
very high which I see in every faces of TT members,
gym schedule. Now I’m super glad I started exercising in
so much of importance is given to every team
the mornings and I’m able to work so many more things
mate. I have to say about My super Mentor Sathiya
into my schedule and have also improved the quality of
Sir who was there all the time guiding us
my lifestyle and made it healthier. I still remember the
throughout the challenge. Sir gave newbies so
first time I ran a 10k and it made me euphoric. It did a
many tips to motivate us even in small detail he
lot of good for my self esteem and self confidence. Hats
took lots of care. Now I think I have the confidence
off to TT and my teammates especially because I owe
that I’ll be able to run.
this personal success to you guys.

6. Looking forward to many milestones
- by Sairam
I have heard about TT's buddy system earlier and its
success, so I promised my wife, it will be effective, and
they will take care of everything. So, we started off. First
week was very tuff, just the getting up part alone, not to
forget the DOMS after strengthening sessions. We enjoyed
the variety on the menu for the week. Normal run,
Strength session, then Train bus and Auto run, finishing
the week on a high note with LSD, the mix and match of
push, pull and fun kept us consistent throughout the
month. The joy of seeing buddies and having fun was
making us get up even without the 10 alarms set around
the bed, and for a fact, this has been my longest workout
streak in many years. Our running forms are better than
before, slow runs help in fixing the pronation. Timing and
splits not bothering right now, will work on it down the
line. It basically takes a super power to bring newbies into
the fitness regime, we felt it with TT. I am looking forward
to cross the many more milestones with them.

7 Tower twisters has levelled up my selfesteem and self-confidence- by Naveen
TT’s 5th anniversary challenge was really enduring and
challenging for me. I have been a morning person but last
year my sleep pattern was highly random. Unequivocally,
TT challenge has put me back on track of 7 hrs of sleep by
making me prioritise health over wealth and organise my
work well ahead to have an early sleep. The Challenge
has made me cut injurious activities I had been doing to
my body and also curbing outside food, primarily junk
foods ultimately leading up to the perilous task of
healthy dieting. Being a last boy child in the family I
rarely feel guilty for being irresponsible but I really guilty
when I missed the morning runs and workout that’s how
TT has grown upon me. And, last but not the least, I’d
like to thank my beloved sister, Suganya K, for pushing
me not only join TT but constantly nagging me by calling
everyday if I don’t turn up at 5 am. Hopefully I will ride
and run with TT until end of days.

9. High on energy and enthusiasm
- by Kalai
I am very excited to be a part of Tower Twister’s
5th anniversary celebrations. I have always been
enthusiastic about fitness and healthy living in
general. I have honestly felt that working out
and jogging are the simplest and most effective
keys to a happy life. Good health comes not just
when we exercise a lot and put a lot of effort
into it, but also when we maintain a routine and
practice fitness consistently over a long period of
time. Anna Nagar’s Tower Twisters has been
practicing fitness and daily routines consistently
for many years now, and I am glad I have
rejoined to maintain a healthy lifestyle with
them. Jogging and cycling with them, as the
atmosphere is always friendly and everybody
makes you feel welcome. There is always a
strong sense of community cause and friendship
and everybody is always encouraging each other
and live healthy. My workout routines have
become my way of life.

10. My new way of life
- by Shri mani
I joined TT just a week before the challenge was
getting over. I am not in to regular running but
do some walking. The team just ensured that am
comfortable with running, all were willing to be
helpful. Though the challenges are over still as
a team we make sure the all are being regular
so as to improve our fitness/running. Thanks TT
for accepting me to this wonderful group. In the
last few weeks TT has cultivated a habit in me to
wake up early and up for morning runs/ strength
sessions. Hope this continues and make myself
fit along with the team. My wishes to the entire
TT fraternity to grow leaps and bounds and
enjoy our running.
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TIDBITS FOR NEWBIE RUNNERS

By Dr Vijay Manoharan
5 AM AT THE BOUGANVILLA PARK IS A BUSY
TIME,

WHILE THE WHOLE WORLD IS CUDDLED

UP IN WARM BLANKETS, THIS BUNCH

OF

ENERGETIC AND ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE ARE
STRETCHING AND WARMING UP FOR THEIR
THRICE A WEEK RITUAL, A RUN.

A newcomer to the group might find this
situation both intimidating and daunting. Fear
not Newbie, the Tower Twisters happen to be
the coolest and most welcoming gang one can
find on this planet. All you need is ask, thanks to
the ever willing mentors found in abundance
here.
Below are just few of the guidelines for a
newbie, there may be a zillion queries in a
newcomers cerebral hemispheres, but the facts
mentioned below might just cover the
essentials.

STRETCHING AND WARM UP

Stretching and warm up are to running or any
other sport just as curd is to fermented rice or
Pazhaya Soru. The pre run stretches are best
done in a dynamic manner and the post run,
in a static manner.One might observe runners
stretching to a count of ten, in ideal situations,
each stretch is held for at least 30 seconds.
However stressed about time we may be,
stretching is best not avoided. Famous runners
and coaches such as Bill Pearce are huge
advocates of stretching and warm up.

Warm up extends to the first couple of kms or up to
20 minutes of your run. Hitting top gear at the go is
not advisable during the warm up phase. Warm up
runs vary in pace according to the experience of the
runner, a relaxed run just enough to loosen up your
limbs and get the blood flowing through your
muscles is just enough. If you are huffing and panting
during warm up, one may need to shift one gear to
the south.

RUNNING TECHNIQUE A.K.A RUNNING FORM

Proper running form is the key to long distance
running particularly to run injury free. To put it across
in few lines, the landing has be to precisely below your
hip joint, running as tall as possible with minimal
flexion of the knees, using shorter steps so that the leg
turnover or cadence is high, keeping the shoulder in a
straight line and using your arm movement with
minimal shoulder movement and avoiding head
bobbing,The essence is to run tall, use your arms with
a piston movement, use your core muscles, looking
straight, avoiding head movements and lifting your
legs rather than striding forward. Articles on Chi
running and prose running are worth a read to prevent
injuries.

STRENGTHENING

Though running happens to be the best exercise to
boost up your heart and lung capacity, it lacks the
ability to strengthen your muscles, in fact it can break
them down. Strengthening at least twice a week
using body weight or external weights is strongly
recommended. Coupled with a good protein intake
of 1.2 gms/kg/ day, strengthening can do wonders to
your runs. Running without strengthening is a clear
cut invite to an injury.
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NUTRITION

Running is a calorie burner for sure. Regular running
leads to long term weight loss which is what most of
us want. However to combine running and our daily
livelihood, we need adequate calories to keep us fresh
throughout the day. Carbohydrates from complex
sources such as unpolished rice, millets, wheat are
essential to replenish our glycogen stores and also to
build up glycogen for the next run.Proteins on the
other hand are a must for the wear and tear of our
Muscles, bones, joints and ligaments. Another
important aspect is good intake of green vegetables
and red meat for adequate iron levels.

HYDRATION

Hydration pre run, intra run and post run carry equal
importance. Running without hydration is nothing
but bravado and will surely lead to cramps. Carrying
an hydration belt around your waist thereby keeping
your arms free is the best advice in this regards.
Every individual has a different sweating tendency,
we have runners drenched in sweat in one extreme
and non sweaters on the other end. Gulping down
300 ml of water with electrolytes pre run would be
ideal, during the run, sip small amounts of water
throughout the run to enable your gut to absorb
fluid and salts slowly. Chennai is known for its high
humidity throughout the year, not an ideal situation
to forget your fluid and salts. Adding salt and sugar,
jaggery and mountain salt, adding readymade pre
run tablets or electral to the water being carried is a
must. Salt intake prevents cramps, headaches post
run and ensures an early recovery.

The allowances are 10 to 15% increase per month
and divided into three parts. A runner running 30
km this month may increase by a maximum of 5
kms a month and that too in increments of 1.5 kms
per week. Resist peer pressure in signing up for 10k
races or a Half marathon within months of starting
running. Slow and steady always hits the podium.

PACE

In simple words pace is the amount of time in
minutes taken to run a km/mile. Once again, take
it easy and kindly resist jumping the gun. Any
drastic increase in pace is certainly a pathway to
injury. The best way to increase pace is to let it
come by itself. A combination of a steady
mileage, good technique, adequate sleep and
nutrition and a calm mind will eventually make
you run at a good pace. Avoid putting nos to your
runs in the initial phase, the best way is to run
with your gut feel and push within your limits.

REST N RECOVERY
RUNNING SHOES AND APPAREL

Running puts our body to the test, day in and day
out. The stress of running on the heart, lungs,
muscles, joints, bones and ligaments increase with
increasing mileage. Adequate sleep of at least 6 to
7 hours is a must. In case of hitting the bed late, the
best option is to turn the alarm off, call off the run
and have a good night's sleep. Avoiding use of
electronics post 7 pm and an early soothing non
spicy meal will ensure you catch up with your daily
quota of sleep. Food rich in magnesium as whole
wheat, fruits and veges, nuts and sea food helps in
early recovery.

Dri Fit clothing is a must. A properly fitting shoe is
best done by a trained technician. Each foot is
different in nature by size, proportions and
flexibility. Shoes need to be regularly changed
after their expiry in terms of mileage. Apply
vaseline or any gel to your chafing prone areas.
Running apparel are best washed by hand and
dried in the sun to prevent skin issues.

GROUP ETIQUETTE AND WHATSAPP MANNERS

MILEAGE

The most important red flag to newbies. You will
be surrounded by seasoned runners, who can
boast of extraordinary mileage, kindly leave them
alone and progress according to your own
limitations. The lights will beckon, the music and
the company will nudge you to run a bit more
each day, but better hit the brakes and increase
your mileage very gradually.

WhatsApp groups are predominantly meant to
disseminate information on running and not for
spamming.Sending private messages to members
whom we don't know in regards to non running
stuff is a big no no.Each group will consist of
various people from different ages, sexes,
backgrounds, professions and temperament.
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ஓடலா
ஓ ட

வா
ஆ ட

க

By
மாரசாமி
ெகா
டா ட .

சாதைனக பல ெச வத
ேசாதைனக பல கட பத
மன உ த ேவ
இத
உட ஆேரா க ய மிக
அவச ய . அத
உட பய ச ம
ஓ ட பய ச ேபா றைவ
ேதைவ என அைனவ
அற ேவா .
இைத ச ற பாக ெச
வ
நம Tower Twister
ச
ெதா
என பா ைவய .

ைவ ப ற ய

ஒ

ெவா
ைற நா
னி
ெபா
இ த ெதா ைபைய
ைற க ஏதாவ ெச ய ேவ
எ
ேதா
. ஆனா
அ தஎ
ண ெசயலா க ெப வ ெச ைனய
மைழ
ெப வ ேபால தா . வ
ஆனா வரா .

ஆனா எ க
வ
ஒ ட
ம
அ ல அைத
தா
பல வ ஷய க உ
எ ப
பல
அற யாத .
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ணாநக *

ஒ வழியாக ஒ Gym-ஐ ேத ேச தா
அத
ெதாட
ெச வ அைத வ ட
க ன . இேத ேபா நா ைக
ைற
ெச றாக வ ட . இத
ேம Gym ேப
எ
தா
தா கா .

.

அ ேபா தா மைனவ ய
ேதாழி ய
ல Tower Twister- அற க க ைட த
இத
உடேன
அ மத க ைட த
ஏென றா இ
"No மாத க டண ".
ஒ வ த தய க ட தா
த நா
ெச ேற . ந மா
மா? எ
தய க
ட ஒ ஓரமாக ந
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ஆனா அ த தய க ைத சக ஒ ட
கார களி உ சாக வா
ைதக மிக
எளிதாக உைட தன. ெதாட க த
ச
அ ல மிக
க னமாக தா இ
த

னா அ ப வள
இ
ேகா , இ ல இ ல வள
இ
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ந ப ைகைய
வ ைத த . ஆனா இ எ லாேம நா தனியாக ஓ னா
நட கலா . இ ேக அைதேய
வாக ெச
ேபா அ பவ ந ைற த ேதாழ களி
உதவ யா அ இ
எளிதாக
வாரச ய ந ைற த ஒ ந க வாக
மாற ய .உ சாக
ஊ க
ந ைற த
பான
ஓ ட
. எ களி
வ ய
ரிய
க கைலவத
ேப ெதாட
. இைளஞ க
த
த யவ க வைர அைன
வயத ன
இ ேக ந
ப கேள. உ சாக
ஆன த
ந ைற த ைக
க க ட
ஒ ெவா நா
ண ச ட
வ
.
ஏ
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SWEAT TOGETHER, STAY TOGETHER
By Dr. S. SelvaSeetha Raman & S. Judina
It increases the happiness quotient of the relationship. Lab
studies show that after jointly participating in an exciting
physical challenge or activity, couples report a feeling of better
satisfaction in their relationships.

I had a great interest in running, but
only in thoughts. It never happened
in reality until “WE “started running
together. Being fit was always on
our mind. This eventually happened
when we joined Tower Twisters, a
year ago. Running together helped
us to be regular and served to boost
our fitness levels. Running with our
better half did the best for us.
The most crucial step in completing
a task is to begin. This was made
easy for us by starting the day
together by motivating each other.
Both of us being in different
profession, have different type of
work schedule and sleep cycle. But
Running together gave the
wonderful opportunity to start the
day together joyfully and keeping
up the spirit throughout the day.
Bringing along your partner may be
a fantastic way to boost your
energy output. Our partner’s
presence will improve our speed,
without us necessarily being aware
of their influence. Studies has also
shown that running with our spouse
helps to increase our efficiency by
nearly 20 percent. But I feel that
our performance has increased
much more than this arbitrary
figure.
Most of us have experienced how
running with someone produces
deep conversations and fosters
meaningful bonds. Similarly running
with our spouse can further improve
your relationship.

In our busy life schedule, the quality time we spend with our
better half is gradually declining. The common quote being - “I
don’t have enough time”. Starting running / any sports activity
with spouse, I am sure we will soon appreciate the difference.
Running can be an escape for just the two of us to catch up and
reconnect. Some runners love to chat throughout a run, while
others are content to lope along in companionable silence.
Neither of the approach is right or wrong, but make sure you're
upfront about your communication preferences. Personally, for
us, it provides ample time to talk and discuss on mundane and
important things, as we run along. The absence of social media
and gadgets makes time much more valuable. We honestly
confess that the incidences of difference of opinions and
misunderstanding have been greatly reduced after we started
running together.
Both the partners may not run at the same level of speed
while running, but the act of slowing down for the other and
simultaneously the other picking up the pace, to run together,
has a bonding effect. Psychologically it gives a sense of
fulfillment for the partner who slows down and encourages,
increases the enthusiasm for the other. At the end of the day, it
is not how fast you run, it is how happy you were during the
run. Nevertheless, if you and your spouse are both strong
runners and you both agree, you would also enjoy some
friendly and healthy competition.
During the practice runs for events and marathons, we run at
our own pace, as it would be uncomfortable for us to slow
down. But at possible points during the run, we try and locate
each other in the crowd and exchange a caring smile of true
support and love. At the finish line, we never miss the
opportunity to have a giant sweaty hug and posing for photos
as a couple with a sense of pride.
We cherish every moment of running together. In spite of having
known each other for more than 15 years, the habit of running
together has strengthened our bonding further. Running alone
may give you “Joy”, but running with spouse makes both the
partners feel the “Synchronous Harmony”. Also, running with
your partner gives enough motivation. Having said that, once
you start enjoying you are far less likely to quit!
We conclude with a small suggestion - Try not to leave your
spouse at home while you run! Share what you love and
experience the joy and excitement of running together.
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Tower Twisters Weekly Schedule

Unconscious thoughts
can sometimes bring to
the fore ideas one might
easily dismiss as
unrealistic.
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For more details, please contact your nearest branch

9941530128, 7373702226

